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Croydon South, VIC 3136
Ph: 0434 351 567
E: cameron@crryder.com.au

TREE ASSESSMENT
Tree ID:
Site address of tree:

Date of inspection:

TR00113

11/11/2016

57 Ryley Street, Wangaratta

Recommended action:
Remove tree

Reasons for recommended action:
Whilst it is acknowledged that the tree is in good health, its form has become
unmanageable and the potential for further failures is high.
With long, overextended limbs & stems, the ability to successfully reduce the crown is
limited. There have already been failures of large branches and there are signs of
mechanical stress in others. Given the location of the tree in the landscape close to
many high value targets and its limited ability for reduction pruning, it should be removed.

Tree Number:

Common name:

Botanical name:

1

Lemon-scented Gum

Corymbia citriodora

Target:

Failure Size:

Failure Potential

2. Pedestrians 8-72/hr

3. 101-250mm
1/5,000

2. 1/10
High Risk

Risk Assessment
Age
Mature

Height (m)

Spread (m)

24

DBH (mm)

20

1230

Roots condition:

Trunk condition:

Roots barely visible although the trunk flare
is evident. There is very little damage to
surrounding infrastructure given the wide
nature strip

Fair. There are 2 main stems.
Stem 1 is upright, straight and the
dominant stem.
Stem 2 is on the northern side and extends
out from approximately 2m up the trunk
There is no sign of decay in timber

Limbs condition:

Foliage condition:

Poor, the limbs are generally overextended
and there is evidence of previous failures.
There are few laterals to which the tree
canopy could be pruned back

Good, the canopy is full and there is no
sign of pest or disease

Amenity value:
High, The tree is a large specimen visible from many vantage points. It is likely to be
quite old and may have local heritage significance.

Name:

Date report written up:

Cameron Ryder

20/11/2016
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Map:
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Photo 1

Subject tree with large stems that have become over-extended.
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Photo 2

Previous failures and pruning cuts
Photo 3

Long, extended branching with limited ability for reduction pruning.
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